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Job Title: Deaf Services Director	
Agency: Lighthouse Louisiana
Job location: New Orleans, Louisiana
Website: www.lighthouselouisiana.org
Contact Info: 	Terri J. Brown	
		Email: tbrown@lighthouselouisiana.org
		Fax: 504-895-4162
		Mail: 123 State Street, New Orleans, La.  70118


Become a leader in a new and rapidly-growing ASL interpreting agency and Deaf Services program!
Lighthouse Louisiana is seeking a new Director to run its Deaf Services department, which includes operating a small but rapidly-growing ASL interpreting agency and providing important equipment and communication services to the New Orleans and Baton Rouge region.

Lighthouse Louisiana is dedicated to continuing the growth of its robust offering of services, in partnership with the Louisiana Commission for the Deaf, and to running a professional and responsive interpreting agency, accountable to the Deaf, hard of hearing, and Deaf-Blind community of Southeast Louisiana.  If you have always wanted the opportunity to become a leader in advocating for communication access, providing high quality interpreting services in a dynamic environment, and facilitating access to social services, this is the perfect opportunity. Our organization stands firm with sound financial stability and just over 100 years of service. We also offer an excellent benefits package: Health, Dental, Vision, Flexible Spending Account, Paid Basic Life, Voluntary Life, Short & Long-Term Disability, Retirement Plan, Vacation, Sick and Holiday Pay. 


REQUIREMENTS:
	At least three years of experience as an ASL interpreter or an interpreter coordinator OR at least three years of experience in a related social services field accompanied by ASL fluency and extensive experience working with the Deaf community.
	At least one year of experience coordinating interpreting or serving in another management role.

College degree preferred.
	Excellent communication skills in ASL and in English, and proficiency with the Microsoft suite. 


DEADLINE TO APPLY: Open until filled.
Apply as follows:

Email as listed- Include the job title in the subject line 
Fax- 504-895-4162/ ATTN: HR (include the title on the cover sheet)
Mail- 123 State Street New Orleans, La.  70118 / ATTN: HR

Please include any credentials to validate meeting the requirements.  


EOE M/F/Disability/Veteran

